Hemisphere asymmetry of alpha burst sequential organization in depression.
A new quantitative EEG index based on the sequential variability of the frequency of occurrence of alpha bursts (alpha-BVI) was utilized for investigating the respective role of the two hemispheres in depression and their relationship with two clinical dimensions of this illness: psychomotor retardation and blunted affect. The EEG (at P3 and P4 referred to Fz) was recorded during rest periods in two groups of patients selected according to their scores on various clinical scales: one consisted of 12 patients characterized by psychomotor retardation (PMR group), the other of 9 patients characterized by blunted affect (BA group). A control group of 12 normal subjects was recorded in the same conditions. All subjects were dextral. The following main results were obtained: (1) in both groups of patients the right and the left alpha-BVI were, before treatment, significantly lower than those of the controls. (2) In controls, the sequential alpha burst variability was identical on both hemispheres. (3) In patients, before treatment, the right hemisphere alpha-BVI was significantly lower than the left. (4) Electro-clinical correlations were also observed: (A) in the BA group, before treatment, (a) between the degree of blunted affect and the decrease of the right alpha-BVI, (b) between ideoverbal retardation and the decrease of the left alpha-BVI (these correlations disappeared after treatment); (B) in the PMR group, ideoverbal retardation was, on the contrary, correlated to a right alpha-BVI decrease, this correlation persisting after treatment. These results are discussed according to the role of each hemisphere in depression.